


 
MDCS VISION STATEMENT 
It is the vision of the MDCS       
Association to provide by God’s 
grace, a flourishing Prep to Year 
12 school community where 
Christ centred education is       
paramount. 
 
 
MDCS MISSION STATEMENT 
The MDCS Association serves the 
families and the Christian       
Community of our district who 
desire a Christ centred education. 
 
We do this by providing quality 
biblically-directed teaching and 
learning in a nurturing                
environment. 
 
Such education seeks to develop 
the God given gifts of each child 
and, together with parents and 
the church, equip the child for a 
life of service in God’s world. 



Introduction 

Mountain District Christian School is a P-12   
non-denominational independent school        
located in the picturesque Dandenong Ranges 
east of Melbourne. Established by Christian  
parents over forty years ago, Mountain District 
Christian School has at its heart a desire to    
partner with parents in educating young people 
in values consistent with its biblical               
foundations. Mountain District Christian School 
is a welcoming school that seeks to nurture   
students in a supportive learning environment. 
Set on seventeen acres of bushland, Mountain 
District Christian School is blessed with          
attractive learning and play spaces. 

Board Chair 

The good thing about 
writing a report on the 
year that was 2020 is that 
there is no shortage of 
things to write about! 

The impact of COVID-19 
on our school, students, 
teachers, staff and        
families was a significant 
focus for the board. As 

well as working through the complex financial 
implications, we focused on ensuring that the 
school leadership had the support and           
resources needed to lead our community 
through this unique and challenging period. 
Without a doubt, we all lived the stress and 
pressure of lockdowns, uncertainty, isolation 
and remote school and work but we are so    
incredibly grateful for the huge effort and great 
wisdom of our school leadership and staff as 
they made things as smooth as possible. They 
worked harder and smarter than ever before. 
They persisted with tech challenges and      
problem solved on a daily basis. They were     
creative and adaptable. All the while keeping 
our children calm, engaged and growing.   

We are pleased to report that 2020 showed 
some positive improvements in our financial 
position (see the more detailed finance report). 
After the disappointing 2019 financial year we 

recognized that we had a lot of work to do. We 
wanted to ensure that we had all the facts 
about where we were at and how we got there 
and then move forward with honesty, clarity 
and wisdom to make the decisions necessary to 
recover and strengthen us into the future. This 
involved much analysis including engaging     
expert advice. Our finance committee, Claire 
Kellie (treasurer at the time) and Jason worked 
tirelessly to understand, analyse, communicate 
and identify ways forward. We also received 
significant support from another CEN school 
and had Courtney Clowes step in as interim 
Business manager to bridge the gap between 
Ross Ingram leaving the role as Business      
Manager and Claire Kellie taking on the role as 
Finance Manager. We thank each of these    
people for their part in supporting our school. 

Amongst the challenges that 2020 presented 
none hit harder than the death of year 8       
student, William Wall, in September. The      
tragedy was felt deeply through the whole 
school community and the collective grief and 
sadness is something that I will never forget. 
Jason’s strength, resilience and wisdom as a 
leader were evident in how he quickly sought 
and mobilized support for the community while 
not only allowing those around him to grieve 
but grieving himself. Jason and the leadership 
team provided expert support and resources 
for students, parents and staff with these      
support services still engaged in recognition 
that the impact the impact of this tragedy will 
be a long-term challenge.  

Throughout this time, as a board, we sought to 
support the leadership and community in any 
way we could. While it seemed insignificant, we 
knew that prayer was, and is, our strongest 
weapon, so we created opportunity for people 
to gather together and pray. The grief and     
sadness were strong but the sense of hope and 
life we have in Christ was stronger. We          
continue to pray for the school community as 
we move forward and the Wall family in their 
ongoing grief.   

As part of our ongoing commitment to            
improvement and development we participated 
in a 360 Leadership and Governance review led 



by a consultant from 
Christian Education National (CEN). We are 
grateful to all staff and board members who 
took the time to complete the survey and are 
pleased that as the take up rate was extremely 
high, we have accurate and reliable survey      
results. 

There were a number of helpful insights and 
recommendations for both the board and the 
principal, which we have prioritized and are    
implementing. Regarding the principal review, 
the consultant, with many years of experience 
in school leadership said, “If I had received a 
review like this after having been Principal at a 
school for 7 years, I would be extremely happy”. 
She reinforced that the results are exceptionally 
positive and that we should have confidence 
that as Principal, Jason Riding is a highly skilled 
and suitable leader for our school. We agree! 

Our board has not been exempt from the   
changes 2020 has bought. We welcomed Ryan 
Brightwell to the board and then farewelled 
Claire Kellie as treasurer as she took up the    
position as Finance Manager on the staff. We 
are grateful that Ryan took on the treasurer role 
having been a member of the Finance           
Committee for a few years. We have also       
welcomed Steve Denny and Brendan Moon to 
the board as acting board members pending 
their official nomination at the AGM. I am     
grateful for each member of our board, for their 
passion for MDCS, their dedication to their role, 
the skills they bring and not least for their love 
for Jesus. 

In closing, on behalf of the 
board I would like to say it is 
an honor and a privilege to 
be tasked with representing 
you, the Association in     
governing our school. We 
are passionate about         
continuing to develop MDCS 
as a “flourishing school   
community where Christ 
centered education is        
paramount”.  

As we reflect on 2020 and 

look to the future I am reminded of the verse on 
the fifth decade story board in the covered 
walkway, “Jesus Christ is the same yesterday, 
today and forever” (Heb 13:8). The same God 
who grew this school from such humble          
beginnings 40 years ago is the same God who 
equipped and sustained us in 2020 and is the 
same God who will guide us in the future.  

Yours in Christ, 

Gill Birkett, 
Board Chair  
 

Principal 

Hope 

2020 was a year unlike any 
other that we have had to 
experience in my memory, 
and most likely many other 
people’s memories. It      
began like most other 
years, however, took a 
drastic turn towards the 

end of Term 1. The challenges of COVID 19     
created uncertainty and challenges with many 
aspects of our routine, our normal, being      
challenged. This was not only experienced at 
schools, but in workplaces, community          
gatherings and every aspect of our lives.        
Ironically, or rather importantly, our theme for 
the year was Hope. In the first newsletter for 
the year, I quoted James Davison Hunter, “Hope 
speaks to the fundamental need for purpose. 

Board Chair (Cont.)  



Without a commitment to ideals that transcend 
the self and that direct life beyond self-interest, 
one is left with a despair that is not only joyless 
but also indifferent toward need and thus       
incapable of addressing need. Hope is also          
intimately tied to beauty for it is images of   
beauty and loveliness that inspire imagination 
and thus expand the horizons of human            
possibility.”  

How relevant and God inspired was this theme 
for our community, not only for the challenges 
we experienced due to lockdowns, isolation and 
workplace ‘hibernations’, but also for the other 
challenging circumstances we faced. It was       
important that we continued to come back to 
the deep hope that we find in Jesus – our        
fundamental reason for existence as a Christian 
School. We were reminded that our hope needs 
to be found in something deep. Something that 
is eternal and isn’t swayed by external events 
that cause ups and downs, happiness and       
sadness. Hope that is deep, solid, and                
immovable. Amidst the challenges that 2020 
brought, Psalm 42:5 reminded us to not be 
downcast but rather to, “put your [our] hope in 
God.” Deep hope, immovable hope can be found 
in God. Romans 15:13 encourages us further, 
“May the God of hope fill you with all joy and 
peace as you trust in Him, so that you may     
overflow with hope by the power of the Holy 
Spirit.” 

Throughout 2020, students, families, staff and 
Board were incredibly supportive. We felt this as 
staff, and I trust that families felt the support 
from the school as we worked through ways to 
overcome the challenges that lockdowns caused. 
A greater reliance on technology was required, 
remote learning was the ‘norm’, Teams meetings 
occurred, phrases such as, ‘you’re on mute’     
became commonplace and we all started       
wearing face masks. Can you imagine how a   
conversation with our future selves at the start 
of the year would have gone?! 

However, no challenge of 2020 was more       
difficult than the tragedy experienced when one 
of our school community passed away, Year 8 
student William Wall, in late September. It was 
an incredible shock and caused great sadness, 

particularly to those that were his classmates or 
had the privilege of teaching him. After William’s 
death, MDCS was connected in with Eastern 
Health’s Child and Youth Mental Health Services 
(CHYMS) unit as part of a local response and     
recovery group. From this, a partnership with Be 
You, the educational arm of Beyond Blue, was 
developed. Their support has continued into 
2021 as we navigate the ongoing grief for our 
students, staff and families. This support has  
included professional learning, wellbeing          
resources for staff and access to the organization 
Headspace for students that require it. As a 
school community we were also blessed by the 
support and prayers of schools around Australia, 
and churches in our local community. I would 
encourage our community members to continue 
to pray for those that continue to be impacted 
by this, none more than the Wall family, as they 
navigate life without Will.  

As I reflect on 2020 and all the difficulties the 
community faced, I am incredibly grateful and 
thankful to work in such a supportive              
community. The staff were amazing as they rose 
to the challenge of moving everything online, 
tirelessly continuing to support not only the     
academic needs of our students but their        
wellbeing also. Many staff went over and above 
the expectations required of them due to a deep 
care for the students and families they serve. 
Similarly, the Board were very supportive         
ensuring that, as each challenge arose that they 
did what they could to provide care to the school 
community. Most notably, in addition to the   
responsibilities they have as Board members, 
asking difficult questions, probing into the        
financial challenges, and ensuring a commitment 
to Christian education remains the school’s      
priority, their commitment to praying for the 
school community was very high. For this I am 
very grateful. 

Finally, I continue to be thankful to the Lord who 
provides and sustains all things, and by His grace 
we are able to provide “a flourishing Prep to 
Year 12 school community where Christ centred 
education is paramount”.  

Jason Riding  

 



A reflection on Strategic Directions    

2018 - 2022 

In 2018, MDCS launched its Strategic Directions: 
2018 – 2022. As we move into the fourth year of 
the plan and reflect on the year that has passed, 
it is encouraging to note the achievements that, 
by God’s grace, have continued to occur, even 
considering the challenges that COVID brought. 
Some aspects advanced much more quickly   
during 2020 because of COVID! 

Community  

Sharing the MDCS Story to 
the wider  community 

A number of events 
planned for 2020 were 
either cancelled or 
modified due to       
lockdowns. This         
included the Open Day 
and Secondary Expo, 
two events that allow 
the school to share 
MDCS’s story. Even 
though they were not 
able to be run as they 
would normally,            
technology assisted us 
to ensure we were able to 
offer these events via digital technology. School 
tours happened virtually, and the Secondary 
Expo was held online, where families were able 
to access various aspects of the Expo over the 
course of a few days. An online webinar allowed 
us to broadcast a guest speaker who shared 
about the strategy, ‘circle of courage’ as part of 
the student well being program. 

Teaching and Learning 

Greater engagement with technology for         
students and teachers. 

Continued and expanded use of SEQTA across 
the school. Teachers planned and delivered    
lessons throughout the year via SEQTA.           
Students were able to submit assessments 
online through this portal. This was used          
extensively during the lock downs. The platform 
continues to be used, but in a much reduced 

capacity due to the face to face delivery of       
lessons.  

Continuous reporting was engaged with across 
the secondary school allowing students and  
parents to receive feedback as the semester 
progressed. 

The Microsoft Office suite was made available to 
all students across the school (NB. not all        
students use this platform), providing them with 
access to the Office 365 suite of programs,      
including Teams to enable video classes to      
occur.  

Students 

Affording students the opportunity to share their 
learning in meaningful ways with the              
community 

New opportunities were explored for students 
to share their learning, particularly                 
technology-based options. This involved          
collaborating online and presenting online.  

Staff 

Providing a supportive and collaborative          
environment for all staff 

Throughout the lockdowns that occurred during 
2020, other opportunities were provided for 
staff to interact with each to help overcome the 
isolation that was imposed on Victorians for a 
period of the better part of 6 months. Zoom was 
the platform used as it allowed staff to be able 



to ‘see’ each other. While an in person              
arrangement is always better, regular staff       
devotions were continued each morning, staff 
and section meetings occurred and Thursday 
morning prayer groups continued via MS Teams. 

Staff were provided with options to loan       
equipment from the school to assist in the setup 
of their home office, along with guidelines to 
help provide a safe working space.  

A wellbeing session was organised in Term 4, led 
by Be You, which was well received by staff.  

Resources 

Ensuring the provision and maintenance of    
foundational infrastructure to support Teaching 
& Learning, students and staff. 

A number of savings were made during 2020 due 
to the offsite provision of education during      
lockdowns for example, bus running costs. These 
costs were reimbursed to families that would 
normally make use of this service and had al-
ready paid in full.  

Technology platforms were invested in              
significantly throughout 2020. These platforms 
included SEQTA, MS Office 365 and Zoom. The 
number of platforms was limited to ensure ease 

of ongoing use rather than a range of technology 
options that would need to be reduced when 
staff and students returned to onsite learning. 
These technologies were very helpful across the 
course of the year and will continue to be used 
into the future.  

Looking forward… 

As I conclude this section may I encourage you 
to continue to share with your family and friends 
that which you share with us. In the annual 
MDCS Parent Survey, one family new to the 
school reported what they thought of MDCS, 
writing quite simply, “It’s home”. Get the word 
out; MDCS is a beautiful and nurturing            
community that seeks to see all children achieve 
their God-given potential as evidenced through 
various feedback 
not only from 
parents but 
from a range of 
sources in the 
local area.  



 From the Treasurer 

2020 has seen several 
changes in the life of 
the school.  It has 
been great to         
welcome Claire Kellie 
as the new Finance 
Manager, and she has 
fitted well into the 
various roles that she 
is now fulfilling.      
Because of the result 
from 2019, there 

were many changes that were implemented 
over the past year.  The school has focused on a 
return to surplus position, with careful budget 
development and improvement to financial 
management strategies but unforeseen          
circumstances, like the write off of a bus with 
extensive rust, has hampered this to a        
degree.  

Despite this challenge, we are well on our 
way to recovery. It has been good to see in 
the financial results that these changes 
have solidified the school’s position, with a 
much better overall result than the         
previous year. 

There is still much to be done however, 
with some capital projects having been 
put off for the moment.  COVID had an  
impact upon the financial 
position, although due to 
government support, 
and some changes in the 
structure of how the 
school operated (online 
teaching) this ended up 
in a reasonably balanced 
position overall. 

We continue to look  
forward to the rest of 
this year and into the 
next with much care and 
planning.  There are 
some large decisions 
around the bus fleet and 

other projects, for example bus parking, that 
require much thought and prayer.  However, we 
are thankful for the past year’s result, especially 
in what has been an unprecedented year for all 
involved.  As the Treasurer, I would like to thank 
all the staff, who have worked so tirelessly over 
the past year, under much pressure, so a big 
thanks to all 
who make 
this possible. 

 

Ryan 
Brightwell 
Treasurer 







MDCS Staff 

Mountain District     
Christian School employs 
over forty people. In    
addition to teaching staff 
there are a number of people who work behind the scenes to 
support the school including educational support staff,   
maintenance and cleaning staff, bus drivers, a chaplain, and 
administration team members.  

In 2020 we welcomed Rachel D’Souza as Chaplain as Ed Eadon 
resigned and planned to travel throughout Australia with his 
wife during 2020. Ross Ingram finished his time with the school during the 
course of 2020 after which time Courtney Clowes stepped into an interim 
Business Manager role until we were able to appoint Claire Kellie as the 
new Finance Manager.  

MDCS Teaching Staff 

Mountain District Christian School has a talented teaching team with a 
range of teaching experiences and qualifications.  

At the end of 2020, sadly we said farewell to Mr Stefan Van Boxtel and 
Mrs Rachel Holland. The gifts of both teachers enhanced the school’s  
program and were very much appreciated. Rachel for her wisdom in the 
Primary school and Stefan for his contribution to the environmental    

program across the school. At the beginning 
of 2020 we welcomed Mrs Katelyn Best (nee 

Barth) as an art, junior science and 
General Studies 
teacher.  

There are currently 
no employees of  
Aboriginal or Torres 
Strait Island descent. 



MDCS Teachers and Qualifications: 

Mr. J. Beer  BA (Hons), Grad Dip Ed 

Mrs. L. Burke   Dip Teach 

Mrs. J. Bratton  DipTeach, Grad Dip Ed, 

Mrs. K Best  B.Sci: Elementary            
   Education  
  

Mrs. A. Chaney  DipTeach, BEd  
   (Conversion) 

Mrs. H. Denny  BMusic, BEd 

Mrs. E. Diprose BA, BTeach 

Mr. A. Grace  BSci (Chem), Grad Dip Ed 

Ms. S. Hanscamp  BA, Dip Ed, MEd      
   (Christian Education) 

Mrs. N. Heading BA, Grad Dip Ed (Primary), 
   Grad Dip (Christian          
   Education) 

Mrs. R. Holland B Early Childhood Ed 

Mrs. K. Lock  B. Sci (Behavioural         
   Sciences), Dip. Ed  

Mr. P. Lock  BEd. (Design &              
   Technology) 

Miss. K. Mason BEd (Early Childhood,     
   Primary) 

Mr. T. Mahoney BA/ Education 

Miss J. Miller  BA (Literature &           
   Composition) Grad Dip Ed. 
   (English & History) 

Mr. J. Riding  BEd (PE), Grad Dip Chr Ed, 
   Dip. Management 

Ms. S. Sumarno BA, B Teach 

Mrs. T. Williams BEd. (Primary) 

Mrs. C. Wyngaard  BEd, Grad Dip Ed, MEd 
   (Christian Education) 

Mr. S. Van Boxtel Masters Teaching Practice, 
B Enviro Sci: Wildlife and 
Conservation Biology, Cert 
III Outdoor Rec, Cert IV 
Financial Services 



Teacher Professional Development 

It is a key goal of MDCS to build the capacity of 
the teaching team to deliver quality                
educational programs from a Christian          
perspective. While below there is an outline of 
some of the professional development          
activities undertaken, building capacity           
involves growing culture, establishing and 
providing time for staff to work in teams, as 
well as providing mechanisms for real growth 
through appraisal and professional                   
development programs.  

Christian Education 

A key component of our efforts to grow staff in 
their understanding and development of   
teaching content and developing teaching   
practice from a Christian perspective includes 
our participation in Masters Studies with the 
National Institute of Christian Education (The 
Institute). The Institute is the training arm of 
our national Christian schooling body, Christian 
Education National. As a condition of              
employment at MDCS, teaching staff are       
required to study with the National Institute, 
completing the two foundational units towards 
their Master of Education. In 2020, three staff 
undertook study with the Institute, including 
one, Janita Bratton, who pleasingly, completed 
her Master of Education (Leadership). 

Individual professional learning 

In 2020, staff were inundated with professional 
learning opportunities with the arrival of 
COVID and the changes that it brought. The 
need to transition to remote learning practices 
required moving into new areas, not unfamiliar 
for all, but in a manner that was much faster 
than was planned or anticipated. All staff were 
already using the learning management        
system, SEQTA, for their planning, marking 
attendance, pastoral care information and end 
of semester reports. In addition, senior         
secondary staff (Years 10-12) were beginning 
to transition to continuous reporting at the  
beginning of the year. This process was           
intended to be rolled out progressively 

throughout 2020 and into 2021 for junior      
secondary, and then further exploration into 
the Primary school for subsequent years. This 
form of reporting allows students and parents 
to receive formal feedback as the semester 
progresses, rather than waiting for a formal 
report at the end of semester. The benefit of 
this is that students and parents receive       
feedback before their next assessment piece is 
set. 

In addition, a new platform MS Teams was    
engaged with which required training and also 
allowed all staff and students access to the 
Office 365 subscription, providing them with 
use of the MS Office suite. Virtual classes were 
provided making use of this technology     
providing more security for students and staff. 
There is still much for us to learn in this space 
as the school moves forward with this 
platform. 

Other courses regularly engaged in, when we 
were able, included courses in health,            
well-being and safety such as first aid and      
anaphylaxis training. Independent Schools     
Victoria (ISV) also provided seminars and    
training programs for our teaching staff. These 
included programs in literacy and numeracy, 
the use of Information and Computer            
Technologies in learning, and classroom     
management. Senior Secondary staff also      
participated in a range of professional learning 
activities specific to the subjects they deliver at 
VCE. 

Total cost of Professional Learning  

Approximately $15,583 was spent on                
professional learning. This equated to $678 per 
teacher spent on professional learning          
programs in 2020. This was significantly less 
than previous years due to remote learning 
and the ability, or lack of time, to access paid 
professional learning. A number of professional 
learning activities focused on the use of new 
technologies for MDCS such as MS Teams and 
an expanded use of SEQTA, some of which 
were provided free of charge. 



Key Student Outcomes 

It is a requirement of the Education and Training 
Reform Act 2006 (Vic.) that we maintain an 
Attendance Register. Children between the age of 
six and seventeen are required to be in full-time 
attendance at a government or registered non-
government school unless they are undertaking 
approved home tuition or correspondence         
education through the Distance Education Centre. 
Mountain District Christian School requires        
parents to inform the school when their children 
are absent from school. Non-attendance is        

recorded on school reports each semester.        
Repeated non-attendance can have a detrimental 
influence on a child’s educational outcomes. In 
circumstances of regular non-attendance, the 
school will look to establish meetings with parents 
to assist them with any issues that may be     
attendance related and implement strategies to 
assist the student. Student attendance from Years 
Prep to 10, in 2020, was 91%. It should be noted 
that approximately half of the year occurred via 
remote learning. Our overall attendance rate was 
slightly down from 2019 (92%). However, this     
reflects an encouraging sign that students and 
families, even amidst the challenges that remote 
learning created, prioritised their attended during 
this time, albeit remotely.  

MDCS Students achieving National Benchmarks 

As part of teaching and learning strategies and 

development of programs, teachers collect ‘data’. 

This data is often very rich and can include such 

strategies as classroom observations, work       

samples, assignment and test results, and            

standardised assessments. NAPLAN is one of the 

standardised assessments used by schools within 

Australia to inform student learning. At MDCS   

other standardised tests used include the PAT 

Maths and English. We do recognise that                   

standardised testing can have limitations and 

should not be considered in isolation from other 

available information 

on student learning. 

It is important,    

however, that data 

be used wisely to 

assist teachers,     

parents and students 

to establish good 

work programs    

within a safe         

environment and 

thus facilitate      

learning.  

Data on the progress 

of students meeting 

National Benchmarks 

as determined by the 

NAPLAN testing is 

not available. In 2020 education ministers decided 

that NAPLAN testing would not proceed due to 

the COVID-19 pandemic. In addition, due to the 

nature of remote learning, the school paused a 

number of its standardized tests including PAT 

tests.  

Prep 97 

Year 1 91 

Year 2 94 

Year 3 83 

Year 4 94 

Year 5 91 

Year 6 80 

Year 7 94 

Year 8 91 

Year 9 92 

Year 10 92 





Senior Secondary 
Outcomes 

In 2020, thirty students  
undertook a Unit 3 & 4   
sequence of study towards 
their Victorian Certificate 
of Education.  

In all, twelve students  
completed Year 12 at 
MDCS. The students       
participated in a variety of 
subjects. These included 
Biology, Chemistry, English, Further Mathematics, Health and Human Development, History,  
Physics, Specialist Mathematics, Studio Art, Outdoor and Environmental Studies, Indonesian, 
Mathematical Methods, Legal Studies and Sociology. The number of subjects offered at MDCS is 
very high when considering the number of students enrolled. 

It was pleasing to note that all students that completed Year 12 achieved successful attainment of 
their VCE. The students completing a Unit 3 & 4 study sequence achieved some excellent results. 
Students who achieved a study score over 40 equated to 1.9%. 
The median study score for students completing a 
Unit 3 & 4 study sequence in 2020 was 27. 

42% of the Year 12 cohort applied for a tertiary    
position with all those that applied receiving a 
first round offer. The challenges of 2020 lead to 
more students choosing to complete an          
unscored VCE. The isolation experienced created 
greater pressures for students when not able to 
participate in class activities and discussion as 
normal. While video conferencing assisted with 
this aspect, it was not able to replace the face-to-
face contact and small group discussion. 

The tertiary places students were accepted into          
included Surveying (Honours), Electronics and 
Communications Engineering, 
Animation, Nursing and   
Teaching. Some students have 
chosen to take a gap year or 
have accepted an                  
apprenticeship. One student 
spent time training for the    
reserves of the Australian     
Defense Force. Another is 
looking to apply for the police, 
a process separate to VTAC. 



Community Satisfaction. 

Throughout the course of 2020, the school 
sought feedback and input from the parent 
community at various points throughout the 
year. Some of this feedback was organisational 
as the school pivoted to remote, online learning, 
while some of the feedback sought was            
regarding families experience of the school    
support during this time. 

As we transitioned to remote learning many 
families reported that they felt very well     
supported by the teachers. 92% of families 
reflected that the transition arrangements 
and directions were clear. Some of the        
comments received about our transition to 
remote learning are included below: 

 *Student* was self-motivated and           
engaged. In textbook subjects, being given 
the outline of what was needing to be 
done, and then just being left to do it, 
was good. 

 access to the 'classroom' was easy. 

 Timetable is easy to follow and teachers 
were communicating well and it felt 
comforting that they were still there. 

 My child was adequately prepared and 
knew how to navigate the platform 

 My son found it seamless to access and had 
no problems. 

 All the material provided was well organised 
and easy to follow… Contact with the      
teachers via email was excellent and I always 
felt I could ask whatever questions I had     
easily. 

 Kids had clear instructions from teachers 

online of what to do per 
lesson 

 Our daughter could 
learn at her own pace and 
we found she would get it 
all done in the early part of 
the day to be able to have 
fun in the afternoon with 
her pets 

 Having the printed     
resources and timetable 
ready to go in the pack 
(primary), with all related 



materials handy in ziplock bag was a great 
idea. 

 Our kids were confident and well-resourced 
via Seqta and packet of materials. We all 
knew what to do and how to ask for help. 

Parents also had the opportunity to share       
advice with others as to their experience of     
remote learning. Some of this information was 
shared in newsletters and/ or letters home. 
Most advice included the setting up of routines 
and monitoring screen time to ensure it was  
relevant to, and necessary for, the learning 
tasks that were set. Stories of what went well 
were also shared as families were able to       
encourage each other. 

Throughout the remote learning phase we 
sought student feedback about how they were 
going. There were various reflections that some 
were finding it difficult, missing their friends, 
struggling for motivation and missing the       
connection with others, including their teachers. 
One student commented that she wasn’t able to 
get as much work completed at home. Others 
found it more enjoyable being able to organize 
their own days and complete tasks in the order 
they chose, the flexibility to sleep in, access the 
fridge whenever they wanted and “chilling with 
my [her] family”. 

Most interesting was the response from some 
students to the question, “What would you like 
your teachers to know?” A number of these    

responses were unexpected and included       
below. As teachers we did not expect these     
responses. However, it was lovely to hear. 

 I would like you to know that I am               
appreciative of all that you have done over 
these past months, due to the change. 

 they have been doing a pretty good job in 
this situation 

 i'm doing good with the class tasks, a little 
behind in some and also big thank you to all 
you have been doing for us. 

 Just keep going because you are 
doing a good job. 

 that they have done well teaching 
us in this hard time 

 ...they're doing a great job and 
that they should be proud of          
themselves for stepping straight into 
this. 

 that they are doing a very good job 
in these difficult times 

 that i am thankful that they are 
trying their best to continue our       



education and that they are trying  to 
keep up with our mental well being and 
what is going on at home. 

 That you are doing a great job with 
online learning 

 They're amazing and not to stress too 
much <3… 

 thank you for putting effort into this 
and hope you are all doing well :) 

 nothing really they are doing amazing 

 they've done a great job with online 
schooling and they should keep up the 
good work :) 

 they are indubitably doing a fantastic 
job 

 You are doing a great job trying to    
figure out ways to make life easier for 
us during these hard times! 



M o u n t a i n  D i s t r i c t  C h r i s ti a n  S c h o o l   
P O  B o x  4 8 3  M o n b u l k  V i c  3 7 9 3  ·  T e l  0 3  9 7 5 6  7 2 4 4    
F a x  0 3  9 7 5 6  7 3 5 6  ·  e m a i l  m d c s @ m d c s . v i c . e d u . a u    


